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Overview

Long-standing clients APPtechnology have grown alongside 
myself and I was keen to put my heart and soul into this 
project, my second rebrand of the Gherkin-based IT 
whizz-kids’ offering. Wanting to convey their elevated 
marketplace position, trustworthy services and unique 
corporate personality, the company’s brief was to say it loud 
and proud! Which is exactly what I did, across a variety of 
impassioned brand assets and marketing materials.

APPtechnology
London calling
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APPtechnology
Brand toolkit

Brandmark

Colour palette Brand assets



APPtechnology
Website design



APPtechnology
Website design



APPtechnology
Brand in action
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Overview

Passion is my favourite motivator and when this client came 
to me with a view to realising her long-held dream of owning 
a shop selling high-end designer shoes and accessories, I 
just knew I was going to love making it happen! The physical 
premises was to be an ‘Aladdin’s cave’ for shoe-lovers; the 
brand and website needed to be enticing, inspirational and 
motivational with one overriding mission - to get people 
through the door.

Óshe
Best foot forward
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Óshe
Brand toolkit

Deconstructed brandmark

Fashion photography Brand illustration Striking photography

Colour palette Typography



Óshe
Brand in action
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Brand in action



Óshe
Website
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Overview

The world’s biggest furniture dealer, IKEA, were sponsoring 
the Edinburgh Design Festival and wanted to challenge 
pre-conceptions of their ready-to-assemble furniture designs. 
Based around six “design classics”, objects that have been 
long-term best sellers, the brief was to elevate them beyond 
the everyday and put them on show - an interesting exercise 
for the skilled, specific audience but also a handily engaging 
bit of brand marketing!

IKEA
Everyday furniture?
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IKEA
Brand toolkit

Brandmark Abstract product photography

Isolated product photography



IKEA
Brand in action



IKEA
Brand in action



IKEA
Brand in action
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Overview

Having a positive reputation and a good name is one of the 
greatest assets an organisation can own. I was commissioned 
by Neil Gaught & Associates to help develop a refreshed brand 
for the US National Council of Architectural Registration Boards. 
I worked with the consultancy to modify NCARB’s positioning 
and re-energise their internal and external perception.

NCARB
Refreshing a brand
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NCARB
Brand toolkit

Brandmark

Abstract photography Corporate photography Emotive photography

Colour palette Typography



NCARB
Brand guidelines



NCARB
Brand in action



NCARB
Brand in action
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Overview

An intriguing and attractive product with a unique personal 
backstory, it was clear from the start that Love Millie needed 
to be all about brand and experience. It was not only intended 
to put a new clothing and accessory range into the public eye 
but also a new way of customising branded items to personal 
taste or as personalised gifts via an interactive online platform. 
Not as easy as it sounds (it’s fair to say I was challenged!) but 
the end result was well worth the effort.

Love Millie
Kids’ clothing start-up
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Love Millie
Brand toolkit

Brandmark

Illustrations Lifestyle photography Lifestyle photography

Shorthand brandmark Colour palette



Love Millie
Brand in action



Love Millie
Website design



Love Millie
Website design
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Overview

Private wealth management company, KMD, needed a new, 
high-end brand to take their company to the next level. 
Dealing solely with wealthy clients, they needed to exude 
quality to attract new business, stand up to established 
competitors and convey their unique selling point - that the 
clients themselves are the customers, not their pots of money. 
Expertise, reliability, approachability and the desire to forge 
long-term relationships were the key company values.

KMD
Comprehensive growth
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KMD
Brand toolkit

Brandmark

‘Dreams’ photography ‘Safe’ photography ‘Provide’ photography

Brandmark container Primary colour palette



KMD
Brand in action



KMD
Brand in action



KMD
Brand in action
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Overview

At Hardys Original Sweetshop they never forgot the magic 
of the traditional British sweet shop. Their stores are magical 
emporiums for confectionery connoisseurs everywhere. They 
needed a rebrand to deliver their four key messages; tradition, 
quality, fun and nostalgia and enrich their retail surroundings 
with a distinctive, clean and accessible feel.

Hardys Original Sweetshop
Sweet creativity
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Hardys Original Sweetshop
Brand toolkit

Brandmark

Colour palette Brand assets Packaging crest



Hardys Original Sweetshop
Brand in action



Hardys Original Sweetshop
Brand in action



Hardys Original Sweetshop
Brand in action



Thank you.
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